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IS CRM READY 
FOR 

SYNTHESIS?



The Premise

The Coalition for Archaeological Synthesis (the “Coalition”) was 
formed to promote and facilitate archaeological synthesis. It 
proposes that synthesis should be a far more mainstream part 
of our practice, with the goal of contributing to a public good 
through policy, education, or economic engagement.

Are CRM firms ready to participate in these relationships?

What are the barriers? What are the possibilities?



Google forms



Participants
• Gerry Wait (Triskelion Heritage)

• Kimball Banks (Metcalf Archaeological Associates)

• Ellen Chapman (William and Mary alumni)

• Thomas Emerson (Illinois State Survey)

• Doug Harro (Paleo Analytics, LLC)

• Joe Joseph (New South Associates)

• Ben Marwick (University of Washington)

• Myles Miller (Versar Group)

• Lyle Torp (The Ottery Group)

• Stephen Wagner (Bison Historical Research Associates)

• Michael Diehl, James Heidke, Mary Ownby (Desert Archaeology)

• 4 anonymous (4 companies)



Sample population (N=17)
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• “Addressing questions of social justice, social identity, human 
adaptation, migration, warfare, urbanism, and so forth requires 
that we both produce relevant knowledge and actively work to 
have it inform public policy. To better accomplish these 
objectives, we need to move beyond the who, what, where, and 
when of the past and improve our ability to answer the how and 
the why of the past—to transform our extensive and detailed 
descriptions of the archaeological record into a deeper, 
explanatory knowledge about the past.”

Fostering Collaborative Synthetic Research in Archaeology by Jeff Altschul and others, 
2018. Advances in Archaeological Practice 6(1). DOI:10.1017/aap.2017.31.



Grand Challenges

25 process-focused topics organized into 5 general 
synthetic themes

(1) emergence, communities, and complexity
(2) resilience, persistence, transformation, and collapse
(3) movement, mobility, and migration
(4) cognition, behavior, and identity
(5) human-environment interactions



CRM Research Strengths

• Landscapes and settlements through time
• -plantation landscapes, fortification networks, military battlefields, trails, infrastructure
• - peripheral, low-density, highly variable, or discontiguous manifestations

• movement, mobility, and migration 

• human-environment interactions
• Including geoarchaeological approaches

• rare  and unique sites and artifacts

• technological change through time

• provenance studies

• preservation planning  

• methodological refinements 

• large-scale data management 

Topics in orange are those also identified in the Grand Challenges



Context studies



Organizational 
challenges to 

Synthesis

For this grand synthesis to move forward, the academic side 
needs to consider the following:

Consultation. 

Inclusion.

Acknowledgment.

(Myles Miller)



“Many archaeology studies still use tool classes like “edge modified piece” that carry 
an ambiguous cultural association.  They don’t want to go out on a limb call it used.  
Basically, they are admitting that they don’t know whether a particular object is an 
artifact, a tool, or a bovifact” (Douglas Harro)

This Photo by Unknown Author is licensed under CC BY-NC-ND

Creator of a “bovifact”

http://beastosaur.blogspot.com/2012/04/cows-101-not-recommended-for-faint-of.html
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/3.0/


United States:
National Historic Preservation Act

(4) the preservation of this irreplaceable heritage is in 
the public interest so that its vital legacy of cultural, 
educational, aesthetic, inspirational, economic, and 
energy benefits will be maintained and enriched for 
future generations of Americans
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Including CRM
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